
M O N I T O R  Y O U R  F O R E S T  H A R V E S T S !

INSTRUCTION MANUAL  
monitoring your food forest

At foodfromtheforest.nl, you can measure the harvests from your food 
forest in a number of ways. In this instruction manual we will explain how 
to choose the plot where the measurements will be carried out, how to 
carry out the tests, and where. We approach each food forest with the 
same method, the same field instructions, and the same tools. This allows 
for accurate measurements, and the ability to compare results. First and 
foremost, one tree plot should be created for each hectare (10 000m2), 
meaning that if you have a food forest of 1,5 hectares, two tree plots 
should be created. 

These field instructions include explanations about the tools needed for 
these tests, and how a tree plot is created. You will also find information 
about monitoring biodiversity, CO2-sequestration in trees, and soil 
composition. 
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For biodiversity, CO2-uptake, and soil quality 
measurements, we will get right to work in 
your food forest. The first step is to choose, and 
create one or more tree plots. Following the 
instructions, you can start monitoring in the 
plot(s) after you have created the tree plot. You 
can submit the results of your measurements 
at foodfromtheforest.nl

Benodigdheden bij het meten
 z D tape (diameter) or regular measuring tape 
 z 10 meters of rope, with extra length for 

knots, or a 10-meter measuring tape
 z 4 bamboo sticks
 z A large jam jar
 z A small shovel
 z Distilled water
 z A transparent measuring cup
 z A simple pH-meter
 z This manual, printed or on your mobile device
 z Optionally, a notebook and pen 

 z A relatively recent iPhone or Android 
smartphone with the following: 
 •   Compass function 
 •   Camera function 
	 •			PlantNet	app	or	field	guide 
 •   Arboreal app 
 •   Note function 

With these instructions, you can get right to 
work in your food forest. We recommend writing 
your	results	in	a	field	notebook,	or	filling	them	
in directly, using your smartphone or tablet, at 
foodfromtheforest.nl

You can monitor your food forest with a few simple tools. You probably already have most of them at home. 

P R E P A R A T I O N S

https://voedseluithetbos.nl/en/
https://voedseluithetbos.nl/en/
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A tree plot is a circular area around a particular 
tree in your food forest, with a 10-meter radius, 
where you will conduct your research. All the 
measurements of CO2-sequestration, soil and 
biodiversity will be done in this tree plot.

For each hectare of your food forest, choose the 
area that represents it the best. This should be 
an area that gives a good idea of what the rest 
of this hectare of your food forest looks like, and 
what it contains. For example, if there is sitting 
space in your chosen area and none in the rest 
of the hectare, then it is not representative. As 
a food forest owner, you usually know what a 
suitable place is to create your tree plot.  

If you have a food forest with various themes, 
it is advisable to create multiple tree plots. For 
example, one plot in the production-focused 
area, and another in the biodiversity-focused 
area.

The	first	step	towards	creating	a	tree	plot	is	
choosing a tree that is easy to recognize and 
which will remain in the long-term. This, from 
now on, will be the central tree of your tree 
plot.	Make	a	mark	on	this	tree	to	be	able	to	find	
it in the coming years or take a photograph of 
it. Then, make a circle around the tree with a 
10-meter radius. You can do this by attaching 
your rope to the tree trunk and making sure 
that, after attaching it, the length of the rope is 
10 meters when pulled tight. Then, pull the rope 
or	use	the	measuring	tape	in	different	directions	
around the tree. Mark where you stand in each 
direction with a bamboo stick. You can then see 
the outline of your 10-meter tree plot.

We advise you to create at least one tree plot 
per hectare. If your food forest is larger than one 
hectare, we advise you to create multiple tree 
plots.	Creating	multiple	tree	plots	is	more	effort,	
but it leads to better information about how your 
food forest will develop.  

This short video explains how to choose and 
create your tree plot: 
https://youtu.be/Gsi_CPOXr68 

Choose, and create a tree plot

P R E P A R A T I O N S

Use a rope that is longer than 10 meters, to have extra 
space to tie the knot around the tree. 

Choose a tree that you know will remain in the long-term.

https://youtu.be/Gsi_CPOXr68
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MONITORING
Biodiversity

Plants in the herbaceous layers are important 
biodiversity indicators. They form the basis of 
the food chain. Their diversity indicates, for 
example, how many insects you can find in your 
food forest. To measure biodiversity, we look at 
the types of plants in the herbaceous layer. 

For this test, walk through your tree plot and use 
a	good	field	guide,	or	an	app	such	as	PlantNet,	to	
determine what plants grow in the tree plot. For 
each	species	you	find,	record	how	frequently	this	
species	appears.	We	have	created	a	frequency	
scale to make this easier: 
 
Rare 1-5 specimens
Scarce 5 - 20 sp.
Numerous 20 - 100 sp.
Dominant >100 sp.

We recommend measuring biodiversity every 
year, preferably in the months of May or June. 
Each year in May, we will send you a reminder.

This video explains how to measure the 
biodiversity:  
https://youtu.be/B3KciVA7EwA 

PlantNet is an app that helps you determine plant species

https://youtu.be/B3KciVA7EwA 
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MONITORING
CO2-sequestration in trees

In this test, we take measurements on all trees 
and bushes, dead or alive, that are higher than 
130 cm, and which have a stem with a diameter 
of more than 5 cm. This is the minimum size for 
a tree to make a difference in terms of its CO2-
sequestration. If you have a young food forest 
with only thin-stemmed trees, and still want to 
measure their CO2 uptake, you can measure all 
your trees regardless of their diameter, as long 
as they are taller than 130 cm.

How do you measure the diameter of a 
tree’s trunk?
The diameter of a tree’s trunk is measured at breast 
height with a measuring tape or a specialized D-tape. 
If you have a specialized D-tape, use the measuring 
tape’s diameter side, which has wider spaces, to 
measure each tree’s trunk diameter. 

You can also divide the circumference (in cm) 
by the number pi (3.14) to get the diameter, 
or	fill	in	the	circumference	here	to	convert	it	
to diameter: https://www.easycalculation.com/
measurement/circumference-to-diameter.php 

Important: dead trees in your tree plot also count, 
even if they’re on the ground. Just make sure 
that they are taller than 130 cm, and have trunks 
thicker than 5 cm.

You can do this test every three years; we will send 
you an email as a reminder. You can also measure 
more often. That’s useful for young food forests in 
particular,	which	are	growing	quickly.	

How do you measure the height of a tree?
To measure the height of a tree, the simplest way is 
to use the Arboreal app on your smartphone. This 
app works both on iPhone and Android telephones. 
If	you	want	to	measure	more	than	five	trees,	you	
will need to purchase the app, or measure them in 
multiple sessions. 

You can also use a clinometer tool or, even 
simpler, two wooden sticks.

Tools needed:  
Two 20cm-long sticks, and 50 meters
of measuring tape. A clinometer 
can also measure 
a tree’s height.
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Tree height = distance from the foot of the tree + height 
from your feet to the level of your eye (DB = AB + AO)

To measure a tree’s heigh with two 20cm-long sticks:
1. Choose a tree
2. Find two sticks of about 20 cm (or use the clinometer 

to measure the height directly)
3. Hold one of the sticks horizontally, right below your eye
4. Hold	the	other	stick	perpendicular	to	the	first.	This	

creates a “wood cutter’s triangle”.
5. Look towards the trees along the vertical stick, and 

walk	backwards	until	its	length	equals	the	height	of	
the tree (see image above). 

6. When you have reached that point, measure the 
distance between you and the tree, and you will know 
the height of the tree: 

7. Distance from the tree (A) + your height (B) = height 
of the tree (C)

In this example the tree’s diameter is 9 cm

This video explains how to measure the CO2-
sequestration	in	trees:
https://youtu.be/Vm17cPT95Wg

https://www.easycalculation.com/measurement/circumference-to-diameter.php
https://www.easycalculation.com/measurement/circumference-to-diameter.php
https://youtu.be/Vm17cPT95Wg
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Monitor soil composition and pH

Every soil has a different mineral composition, 
and that is fascinating information for science. 
This test is thus extra basic information about 
your food forest, that the other tests build upon. 
You only need to do this test every five years. 

In this test, you measure the composition of your 
soil, and your soil’s acidity. We want to investigate 
if food forests make acidic soil less acidic, and 
how long that will take.

With a small shovel, dig a hole about 20 
centimeters	deep	and	fill	your	large	jam	jar	with	
soil. Bring this jam jar home with you. 

You can easily buy a pH-meter for amounts 
between 20 and 80 euros. Here, we use a pH-
meter that costs 35 euros. Before measuring 
any pH, you need to calibrate your pH-meter, 
which can be most easily done in distilled water. 
Distilled water can be bought at any drugstore or 
construction-material shop. 

Pour some distilled water in a cup and measure 
its pH. If the meter measures 7, then your pH-
meter is functioning properly. Keep in mind: tap 
water is often not 7, that is why we do not use it 
in this test. You can also use pH-measuring strips. 
Make sure to also calibrate those measuring 
strips before use. 

Pour 500 ml of the soil you brought from your 
food forest into a transparent measuring cup. 
Then,	fill	the	measuring	cup	with	distilled	water	
up to 1000 ml. Mix the soil and water together, 
and let the mixture sit for about 2 hours.

After two hours you will see that the soil mixture 
has separated into layers. The heaviest soil 
components (the sand), sink to the bottom. 

MONITORING 
Soil and pH

Above that layer the silt layer settles (particles 
that are between sand and clay). Above that, the 
clay layer, and at the top the lightest layer, that of 
the organic material (often in the darkest color), 
settles. This is easy to say, but there are many 
types of soil and not all of them have all these 
layers. In one extreme example, shifting sands 
contain only sand. Another extreme example is 
that of peatlands, which contains only organic 
material. However, most soils have a bit of 
everything in them.

In the measuring cup you can determine how 
many millimeters of each layer your soil has. Fill 
this information in, in the tool. There you can also 
find	examples	of	different	soil	types.	
Remember to take a picture of your soil layers, 
making it as straight as possible. Our students 
will	review	your	findings	and,	if	necessary,	correct	
them. 
Finally, put your pH-meter in the soil mixture and 
measure its pH. Fill in this number in the tool.

This video explains how to measure the 
composition of your soil: 
https://youtu.be/Te9q8jMRmnU

https://youtu.be/Te9q8jMRmnU
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We measure soil life every year, during the 
Dutch National Soil Animal Days (usually 
around October 4th, World Animal Day). You 
can do this by walking through your plot for at 
least fifteen minutes, looking for soil animals. 

Do you see a piece of wood lying around? If you 
lift it, there is a big chance that you will catch a 
glimpse of some soil animals. You can also disco-
ver soil animals among grasses and ground-cover 
plants. When you lift a piece of wood, immediate-
ly take a good look, or a picture, of what you see, 
because	everything	that	lives	there	will	quickly	
crawl away. 

Then calmly take out your soil animal life chart 
and determine what animal you have seen. Enter 
your	findings	at	https://voedseluithetbos.nl/en/

MEASURING
Soil animal life

https://voedseluithetbos.nl/en/
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